“You’ve just gotta see it!”
AT THE CINEMA

•

Do you like going to the cinema?

•

What kinds of films do you like to see on the big screen?

•

Is it strange to sit and watch a film with 200 other people?

•

Do you remember the first film you saw at the cinema? What was it? What
was the last film you saw?

•

Why do people still like going to the cinema?

•

Have you ever been to the cinema on a first date? Did you have a good
time?

•

Have you ever watched a film on your iPhone? Was it good or was the screen
too small?

•

Do you prefer to see a blockbuster film (eg from Hollywood) or a small
independent film?

•

Are cinemas in your country different from in Australia?

•

Do you ever go to the cinema by yourself?

•

Is it more enjoyable to go to the cinema with a friend, a partner
(girlfriend/boyfriend) or your family?

•

What kinds of films do you prefer to see on Netflix?

•

How will the cinema experience be in the future?
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“You’ve just gotta see it!”
LIVING THE LIFE
•

Imagine the lifestyle of a famous actor. What do you think it would be like to
be Jennifer Laurence or Brad Pitt?

•

What do you think is an actor’s typical day?

•

Why do people choose to be in acting?

•

Do you think acting is a lot of hard work?

•

Do you think being an actor is an important job?

•

Have you ever met an actor? What were they like in person?

•

Do you follow any famous actors or directors on Instagram? Why do people
follow them?

•

If you could live with a famous actor for one week, who would you choose?

SPEAKING CHALLENGE
You are a famous actor. Describe your typical day to your classmates!

For example:
“I wake up at about 10 o’clock every day, and have a juice by the pool while my
butler makes me breakfast. Then I speak to my agent about my latest film..”
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THE FILM

How important is the following in order to make a great film..?

A great film..

This is not
important

This is fairly
important

This is very
important

O

P

PPP

..will have a famous actor or actress in
the lead role
..has an interesting plot
..should have at least one handsome
actor and one beautiful actress
..needs to have an excellent soundtrack
..is educational
..must have a big budget ($$)
..should have a lot happening
..must have a lot of dialogue
..must make you think about the world
..has a hero or heroine that the audience
will like
..should have a bad guy, someone that
the audience won’t like
..must have a happy ending
..will have sexual tension
..should have some humour
..must have professional actors (and not
‘reality actors’)
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FILMS YOU REMEMBER

Discuss the questions together, giving reasons for your opinions:
ACTIO N

CO M EDY

Do you like action films? Can you name
two action films which you really liked?

How are comedies in your country
different to Hollywood films?

Should an action film be serious or
should it have lots of humour as well?

Can you name a film which really made
you laugh?

Can you think of an action film you liked
which had a strong female character?

Do you think male or female actors are
better in comedies.. ?

Are action films in your country different
to the typical Hollywood action movie?

Can you name a romance-comedy film
which you really liked?

DYSTO PIAN

H O RRO R & SU SPEN SE

Have you seen films such as The Hunger
Games, Mad Max or Divergent?

Have you ever seen a movie that made
you very nervous and scared?

Why do we like watching dystopian
films?

Why do we like to watch these kinds of
films?

Which dystopian film do you think is
closest to what the future will look like?

How do you feel about seeing blood in a
film?
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DRAM A

SCIEN CE FICTIO N

Have you ever seen a film which made
you cry or feel quite sad?

Do you like to watch science fiction?

Why are dramas so popular?

Why do some people love time travel
films such as Back To The Future?

Which drama do you recommend the
most?

Do you think that we’ll travel through
space in the future just like in Star Trek?

MUSICAL

HISTORICAL

Are musicals popular in your country?

Do you learn about history when you
watch historical films?

How important is the plot in a musical?
Have you seen many musicals? Which
one stands out for you?
How do you feel when you watch
musicals?

Why do some people enjoy these kinds
of films?
Some historical films were based on
successful books. Do you think the book
is usually better than the film?

SPEAKING CHALLENGE
Talk for two minutes about a film you remember well. You can include the following:
•

Where is the film set? When does it take place?

•

Who’s in it (= who stars in the film)?

•

Describe the characters

•

What happens?

•

Do you recommend it?
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